
P7 Post-Pilot Parents Questionnaire 
 
1.Which type of homework activity did your child enjoy most during the pilot? 
 

Literacy 6 

Social Studies 2 

Health and wellbeing 5 

RME 1 

 
 
2.  Were there any activities that your child did not enjoy during the pilot? 
 

Global Citizenship 3 

None 3 

RME 5 

Literacy 3 

 
3.  How long did your child spend on homework each night, on average? 
 

5-15 minutes 6 

20 minutes 1 

30-40 minutes 3 

60 minutes per task 1 

75 minutes 1 

3 hours on first night 1 

Not sure 1 

  

  

 
4.  Was your child more motivated to do homework during the pilot? 
 

Yes 10 

No 4 

No response  

 
Comments 

 My child is always motivated to do her homework 

 It was more fun and he liked the topics 

 He enjoyed entering the work on showbie 

 This was great homework as my child was looking forward to doing it unlike normal 
homework 

 She particularly loved using showbie 

 Initially my child was put off as he felt there were more pieces as still had maths and reading 
comprehension.  Enjoyed variety though. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



5.  My child enjoyed the new style of homework ……… 
 

1  

2  

3 2 

4 2 

5 4 

6 6 

 
6.  I believe the pilot style of homework was ……… 
 

Much better 10 

A bit better 1 

No change 3 

Worse  

 
Any further comments: 
 

 My child is always enthusiastic about doing her homework, however, I can see it being a 
struggle for those kids who aren’t as motivated as often and ending up having to cram all 
tasks in to the last few days. 

 I think this is a great way forward for homework.  Next time, he would like to put more 
effort into making it more creative.  We’ll make sure that we leave the form in a safe place! 

 This format of homework hopefully involved my child in a bit more planning ahead when it 
came to doing her homework – assessing timescales, priorities etc 

 My child showed a lot more enjoyment doing his homework 

 Perfect for today’s technical generation and also great for dyslexic kids 

 Personally I really enjoyed the pilot – it was much more practical than traditional homework.  
I hope it can continue. 

 I think would need longer to establish.  Wonder if other pieces of work also continue?  As 
the variety should include reading comprehension and maths to give parents an overall view 
of ability. 

 There was quite a lot of parental support required to manage this but I feel very useful for 
P7s to prepare them for managing different homework from different subjects at High 
School. 


